Looking for an all-in one solution
to manage your projects with
direct interaction with your
customers and suppliers?

Symsys provides
the unique solution.

SymsysWS and Symsys9: unique combination
SymsysWS is used by large retail organizations to manage all their private label
packaging design projects. For example SymsysWS works for almost all supermarket
chains in the Netherlands. Unnoticed, because SymsysWS carries the name that our
customers give it, like Packman, Yellowman and Eagle. Among others, such as design
agencies, marketing departments.
With SymsysWS you are totally in control of all your projects, completely according to
your own working processes, everybody involved including your customers and
suppliers.
Symsys9 is all out used within the communication industry. By hundreds of agencies,
studios, media agencies and more. The all-in-one solution offering all your agency
needs: projects, media handling, finance and CRM, front and back office at the same
time. From timesheets to invoices.
Attached factsheets give a scope of what SymsysWS and Symsys9 may mean for your
organization.

New: menu cards
If you have many repeating jobs (e.g. weekly folders, ads, pos materials, commercial
adaptions), each with fixed rates, Symsys has the solution to simplify and reduce costs of
handling these jobs.

How does it work? Customers logon in your SymsysWS portal and order what they
need, completed with briefing and all. Rates are displayed so a PO may be uploaded
instantly. Your project managers are directly informed with new initiated projects.
Deploying new projects is made easy using predefined (by you!) work flows.
Everyone involved is informed. The project planning is made. At the same time a quote
is generated, may be mailed as a confirmation and is converted into an invoice. All fully
automatically.
Tasks from project planning are easily assigned to people using the fully integrated
resource planning function. Tasks are displayed on individual dashboards and
synchronized with mail clients and smart devices. While completing tasks hours are
written.
During the process, the customer will receive drafts to review. Or even better: uses the
compare tool. Like a video conference, drafts are reviewed in tandem and approved
instantly. All project data and files are updated with no intervention.
Simpler, faster, cheaper
Want to know more? Call +31 20 615 0062 or mail to sales@symsys.nl | www.symsys.nl
Symsys innovates. We have been doing so for more than 30 years.

